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Declaration of Human Rights Based on Equal Freedom
The International Union for Land Value Taxation and
Free Trade declares that:

other burdens and barriers that restrict production and
obstruct the free movement of men and goods be
concurrently abolished ;

The economic, the political and, consequently, the intellectual and moral conditions of any people are
ultimately determined by the system of land tenure
under which they live ;

And we maintain that:
The public collection of the annual value of land and
abolition of taxes that are repressive of industry and
commerce would enable the producer to enjoy the
full fruits of his labour, make the withholding of
land from use unprofitable, put an end to the monopoly of land, and by freeing the channels of trade,
remove the main causes of international strife ;

Since everyone has an equal right to live it follows necessarily that every one has an equal right to the use of
land by which alone life can be sustained ;
The private appropriation of the rent or value of land
constitutes a violation of those equal rights, and its
consequences are that privilege exacts a monopoly
price for access to land, the community is deprived of
its natural revenue, taxation is heaped upon trade and
industry, production is harassed and arrested, and
industrial depressions inevitably occur;

The illimitable field of enterprise offered to man being
thus thrown open, involuntary poverty would be
banished ; "over-production" would be inconceivable
until all human wants were satisfied ; labour-saving
inventions would be rendered a blessing to all; and
there would be such production and distribution of
wealth as would enable all to acheive comfort and
leisure and to participate in the advantages of a progressing civilisation.

The more completely the land is thus monopolised, the
greater is the insecurity of employment and the nearer
are wages driven down to mere subsistence level. This
is true of all countries, no matter how they may differ
in their forms of government, in the nature or
development of their industries, in ther tariff policies,
monetary systems, internal or external public debts,
or in any other way.

We

We therefore
advocate:
That the equal right to land be secured by requiring of
all landholders the payment of an annual tax on the
value of the land held whether it is used or not and
excluding the value of the improvements thereon ; and
that such taxation, national and municipal, be based
on a valuation showing the true value of land, this
valuation being made public and being kept up to
date by periodic revision ;
That imposts on earnings and consumption, taxes on improvements, customs tariffs, exchange controls and
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A Caribbean Denmark

J

AMAICA is a small island, far away, but its Government's decision to start taxing land values as from
the beginning of last month in those parishes for which
the valuation is complete has more than local significance.
As the beneficial consequences of the new system begin to
show, other islands in the West Indies Federation are
likely to notice and some may follow suit with similar
measures. No doubt other Caribbean territories, independent and Colonial alike, will watch Jamaica's progress
with interest and make enquiries as to its cause. To
mention only the first that come to mind, Cuba, Haiti,
Puerto Rico, British Honduras and Guatemala need the
taxation of land values certainly no less than does
Jamaica. We and our readers will do everything possible to ensure that Africa and Asia also learn of this
fundamental attempt in the Antilles to tackle problems
which torment people in many lands.
Chief Minister Norman Manley's recent announcement
in the Jamaican Parliament of his Government's decision is
extensively reported in this issue. Wise and courageous
though it is, it contains a serious flaw. We should be
failing in our duty if we neglected to criticise the provisions (under the Property Tax Law) for exemptions and
the imposition of tax at graduated rates.
The rent of land is a publicly created value to which
no member of a community has any greater or less right
than another. The taxation of land values is a measure of
justice, not a mere device for collecting revenue or stimulating development, important and desirable though those
aspects are. This object can be achieved, however, only
if all land value is taxed at a uniform rate. But, as matters
stand at present, four people or companies who hold £1
million worth of land are to pay—and rightly—several
thousands of pounds a year property tax on the land
value of their holdings ; six hundred or so who together
hold a further £1 million worth will collectively pay much
less, and 30,000 who hold between them £1-J- million worth
of land are to pay no property tax at all.
This may break up large estates (though that is not invariably desirable, since for some types of economic
activity the large unit is the most efficient and profitable)

and it will deal a striking blow against speculative withholding on the grand scale. Nevertheless it flies in the face
of the just principle on which land-value taxation rests
of contribution in accordance with advantages enjoyed.
There is yet time for the Jamaican Government to think
again on this question. Its unfortunate policy is based on
a recommendation made by the eminent Australian valuation authority, Dr. J. F. N. Murray, who was called in
by Mr. Manley to advise on how the taxation of land
values could be introduced. It may be fair to assume that
Dr. Murray's thinking and recommendations were influenced by his experience of Australian practice in applying the State Land Taxes (but not local rates) in a similar
manner.
On the strictest interpretation one could cavil at the
provisions governing payment of parish rates on the least
valuable holdings. Holders of plots worth £10 and £100
will both pay a purely nominal annual rate of 4s. In view,
however, of the practical considerations which Mr. Manley
mentioned, and the smallness of the sums involved, this
blemish is relatively unimportant. Even so, one hopes that
in due course it will be removed. The Government's
courage in deciding that even the very smallest holders
shall pay at least something, deserves the warmest commendation. One can imagine the alluring political temptation to exempt them. Such enlightenment encourages hope
that present flaws may be eradicated later.

T

HE decision—taken on practical grounds—not to proceed with the valuation of buildings and other improvements is of outstanding importance. As recently as
last October the hope was expressed here that this provision in the 1956 Land Valuation Law would be repealed.
The decision is welcome for three main reasons. First,
since man-made improvements are properly private
property which it is morally wrong and economically
harmful to tax, there is no case for using public money
to assess their worth.
Second, by not valuing improvements, the Government
spikes the guns of Sir Alexander Bustamente, the Opposition leader who pledged himself (November 1956) to

" smash up all these [land value] Bills " on his return to
power. However much he may wish to tax buildings, Sir
Alexander will be unable to do so if no improved valuation exists if and when he next is Chief Minister. Such a
valuation would take years to make and before it was
completed political fortunes might well change. Thus, by
the decision to abandon the valuation of improvements,
the land-value system is afforded some protection against
political attack.
Third, practical experience in Jamaica that it is quicker
and easier (it is also cheaper) to assess land value than
the value of improvements demolishes one of our opponents' principal bulwarks. As readers will recognise, this
is a propaganda point of first importance.
IBERATION of the Jamaican people from the
tentacles of land monopoly and the crushing burden
of taxation has been the goal of Mr. Manley and his
People's National Party since long before the historic
report of the Bloomberg Commission was published in
1944. This recommended unanimously that " the present
system of land vauation be changed and that the unimproved value be taken as the basis for land taxation, for
urban, suburban and rural lands".

the New Zealand Premier, Mr. Walter Nash, may care
to follow with the reactionary Report of the Royal Commission now on his desk. The Government of British
Guiana would be well advised to do the same with the
1955 Report on Local Government prepared for it by Mr.
A. H. Marshall, the City Treasurer of Coventry. This
repeats the curious allegations contained in the Hicks'
Report.
Z" 1 ONFIDENTLY we expect the new move in Jamaica
to improve the condition of the poorest people, to
open up new jobs and to lead to increased production and
a more equitable distribution of the wealth produced. It
should solve some problems and make easier the solution
of others though the full benefits cannot be enjoyed while
imports are heavily taxed and, in some cases, prohibited,
and other obstacles and distortions are maintained. Nevertheless, tangible benefits ought to be discernible within
a matter of months, and to increase as the land value system extends across the Island.
We expect, too, that many of the Jamaicans who emigrated to Britain—among them some of the Island's most
enterprising sons as well as the most despairing—will return
home. This will ease racial tensions in Nottingham and
Notting Hill.

The Bustamente administration took no steps to implement the Commission's proposals. Instead, it decided
to promote a new enquiry and invited Professor J. R. and
Mrs. Ursula K. Hicks to the island. Mrs. Hicks was a
member of the " Simes " Committee which reported against
the rating of land values in Britain in 1952. Both she
and her husband are opposed to our policy. Their " Report
on Finance and Taxation in Jamaica" was published in 1955
a few months after Mr. Manley's administration had been
installed. As had been expected, it went in a different
direction from that followed by the Bloomberg Commission. Indeed, these two experts went to far as to claim
that the result of shifting taxation off buildings and on
to land values, "could hardly fail to be, on the whole, in
the direction of laying less taxation on the rich and more
on the poor".

Beyond that, events in Jamaica seem unlikely to have
much direct bearing on the British scene. But if, as we
believe and must hope and pray, incentive taxation is
permitted to exercise its genial influence on the Jamaican
economy, land-value taxation advocates in Britain and
elsewhere ought to be able to enlist the support of some
of the finest people in society. We refer to those in the
churches and the political parties who are so deeply concerned about the welfare of people in the so-called
" backward countries " in Asia, Africa and elsewhere. It
will be possible to show them that an attack on land
monopoly and wrongful taxation brings succour to the
needy in a way which no amount of governmental gifts or
loans or technical aid can achieve.

Disdainfully the Manley Government put the Report
straight into a wastepaper basket, setting an example which

Jamaica has before her exciting opportunities and great
responsibility. On behalf of our readers all over the globe
we salute her and send warm greetings.

NOTES OF
THE MONTH

Gift Horse With Dentures
Mr. Amory's Pre-Election Budget

T > OPULAR press claims that Mr. Amory gave away
hundreds of millions of pounds in his April 7 Budget,
unfortunately, are not true. Instead he proposed that during
the financial year just started, taxpayers collectively should
hand over to the voracious State (which today demands
even more than when the Socialists were in power) the
enormous sum of £5,110 million. This is to be collected
by a host of harmful, wrongful imposts on the rewards and
results of labour in the all-too-familiar manner.
The Chancellor offered no explanation as to why he
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proposed using the taxing power as an engine of destruction and an instrument for preserving sectional privilege.
Surely the House was entitled to one? Without at least
attempting a plausible-sounding justification, no Chancellor should be free to propose taking people's earnings
while the public revenue—the annual rental value of land
—remains in private possession.
Judged by less exacting standards than ours, Mr.
Amory's Budget was in many ways a "good" one. Income
tax is to be imposed at lower rates this year (standard
LAND & LIBERTY

rate reduced by 9d.; other rates by 6d.) and the three higher
rates of purchase tax are each reduced by one-sixth to
50, 25 and 12i per cent. In the context of an unscientific,
obstructive and punitive system, this is helpful. The exemption from purchase tax of lorry chassis and television replacement tubes is wholly good.
The Chancellor's belief that by reducing beer duty he
was helping to keep down the cost of living suggests that
he seldom visits his pub. At a shrewd guess the tuppences
saved on each pint bought will be spent on further
draughts. It would have been more helpful (though perhaps less politically popular) if he had reduced the exorbitantly high tax on fuel oil. Instead he merely reduced the
annual excise duty on buses and coaches. One large company in the Midlands has promptly responded by stating
that it is applying for higher fares, since no relief was
granted on its fuel. These, if granted, will soon mop up
Midlanders' beer money.
No Budget Speech would be complete without some
new device to foil tax dodgers. This year they relate to
dividend stripping and bond washing. Mr. Amory spoke
of "cunning people who have devised yet another form
of dividend stripping at the expense of the Revenue."
When, oh when, will a Chancellor challenge the "cunning"
element in society to a real test of their ingenuity—by imposing a tax on land values and seeing whether they can
dodge that? Nobody has yet found a way to do so.
The broad picture presented by the Budget is that the
Chancellor has budgeted for a reduced total tax revenue,
increased expenditure and a reduced surplus "above the
line", and greatly increased "below the line" payments
and "overall" deficit. The door is left open for a further
bout of inflation unless increased private savings fill the
gap
Meanwhile it is worth noting in passing that a further
£50 million was added to the fiduciary issue just before
Easter, bringing the total to £2,100 million. Whether this
will be withdrawn, as were the three £50 million wads of
notes dispensed at Christmas, or left in circulation to raise
prices as was the £50 million Easter offering last year remains to be seen.
SHOES A N D THE CLOVEN HOOF
" A

CRACKING success," was how Sir David Eccles
described the fine record, particularly in the export
market, of British shoe manufacturers. The President of
the Board of Trade was speaking at a London press conference on April 7 to mark the opening that day in
Harrogate of an autumn shoe exhibition. " Britain might
claim to be the best-shod nation in the world," he said.
Expansion of exports had been made in the face of considerable difficulties. The United States had been our best
customer, and Sir David was confident that sales to that
country could be still further increased, if the right styles
and prices were offered.
So far, so good. Then Sir David, a leading member of a
Government and Party which professes to uphold free
MAY, 1959

enterprise, turned to the question of competition. By long
tradition, Hong Kong enjoyed duty-free entry into the
British market. By inference, that is to continue. But
the President promised that his Board would carefully
consider any application from the trade (this oh so successful trade !) for an increased tariff on imported Italian
shoes or for an "anti-dumping" duty on shoes from behind
the Iron Curtain.
Last May, readers will recall, cheap imported butter
was causing the President anxiety. Now it is footwear.
Greater intellectual agility than we command is needed
to reconcile the President's readiness to see whether goods
can be made dearer with the Chancellor's remarks on the
cost of living. In his Budget Speech (same day) he said,
" The cost of living has been virtually stable for almost
a year. I hope all concerned will realise what an exceptional opportunity we now have to keep it so. If we do so,
we shall secure two priceless advantages of the utmost
importance for our future. First, our export prices will
remain competitive in the markets of the world; and
secondly, the social hardships and injustices inevitably resulting from rising prices, will be avoided for the future."
"UNTAX OUR HOMES"

T

WO more organisations in Kent have declared in
favour of rating land values—both on April 1.

The Erith and District Tenants' Association passed a
resolution, which has been sent to the National Association,
calling for the introduction of the site-value rating system
in place of the present system whereby a man is penalised
for improving his property, and people are encouraged to
speculate in land, reports the Erith Observer, April 10.
The Erith Ratepayers' and Residents' Association
(Belvedere and Bostall Wards) adopted a resolution calling on the association's executive to make further investigation into the system.
The latter decision was taken after members had been
addressed by Mr. B. W. Brookes. His remarks were extensively reported by the Erith Observer & Kentish Times
April 10, under bold headlines that proclaimed : Site-Value
Rating Would Benefit Everyone: Ratepayers told it would
reduce the cost of living.
The previous month the Federation of Residents' Associations in the County of Kent (F.R.A.C.K.), meeting
at Maidstone, passed an executive resolution calling for
"a further inquiry into the practicability and desirability
of meeting local expenditure by a rate based on site value."
This has been passed to the National Union of Residents'
Associations.
GET IT WRITTEN, NOT RIGHT

A

NYBODY who has followed " Wanderer's " feature in
the South London Press and who is not by now
thoroughly confused about the taxation of land values
deserves congratulations. Nationalisation without compensation is Communism, he avers. True. But who among our
readers would recognise Land Value Taxation from that
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description? Several have patiently, vainly tried to enlighten "Wanderer". Snippets, interlarded with capriciously
misleading comments, have been published. The paper,
apparently, has space for uninformed comment but not for
a straightforward letter explaining why and how the
taxation of land values is totally different from land
nationalisation. Among the correspondents who managed
to get a few words published were Messrs. David Brooke,
K. W. Baynes, Roy Douglas, V. G. Smith and H. B.
Southcott.
FARMERS DEMAND FREEDOM
" H p HE only stability for farmers lies in reducing their
costs so far as possible so as to make them independent of the subsidies from the Exchequer; sooner or
later the generosity of the taxpayer is bound to give out."
Thus writes Richard Lamb, chairman, in a foreword to
" Free The Farmer" published last month by the Farmers'
and Smallholders' Association.
The F.&S.A. believes that the National Farmers'
Union should campaign for a reduction in the prices of
everything a farmer needs instead of " bullying " the Government to increase guaranteed prices. It suggests that the
present N.F.U. leadership is too frightened of antagonising
industrial interests to do so.
The Association expects to win its fight for duty-free
imports of sulphate of ammonia (present tariff duty is £4
a ton) and it next proposes lodging a case for removal of
the £6 a ton duty on protein feeding stuffs. With some
satisfaction it reports that the " misguided proposal" for
an increased import duty on grass seeds, put forward by
the N.F.U. and opposed by the Association, has been
turned down by the Board of Trade.
The Potato Board's restriction on planting is being
opposed by the F.&S.A. which is also highly critical
of the Fatstock Marketing Board, the Wool Board, and
the Farm Improvement Scheme. It regards as "the Government's crowning folly" the proposed "sop" of £ 7 | milion to horticulturists, but nevertheless hopes some of this
will go to its members. Similarly—and paying them a
doubtful compliment—the Association hopes some members will qualify for the £1,000 Small Farmers' grants
which, it states, will go chiefly to those "who lack the
energy and initiative to make a success of their holdings."
Aside from those regrettable (but understandable)
departures from strict principle, " F r e e The F a r m e r "
makes most refreshing reading. Its recommendations, if
adopted, would help to heal the breach between farmers
and townsmen, and save taxpayers millions of pounds a
year.
JUSTICE PLUS JAM FOR SOME
r

T , H E Town and Country Planning Bill was given an
unopposed Third Reading and passed by the Commons on March 23. This Government measure is intended
to remove hardship and injustice when land is compulsorily acquired for public purposes. Hitherto it has been
bought at less than the prevailing market price. The Bill
was briefly described in our November issue, and the
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Second Reading debate was extensively reported last
December.
To us the concept of the earth being "owned" is as
abhorrent as is chattel slavery, with which it is strictly
comparable. Nevertheless, as upholders of the free market
mechanism and ardent champions of equality under the
law, we accept the Government's professed (and belated)
view that public bodies should pay the market price for
land acquired compulsorily.
We go further. A good case can be made for paying
additional sums as compensation for disturbance and for
resettlement where occupiers lose their homes or businesses
as a result of public acquisition. But, in our view, there is
no case for the "additional compensation for new planning
permission in respect of land acquired" provided under
Clause 15 (Clause 14 of the Bill as first published). The
scathing comments of Labour Members (of which these
extracts are typical) are very much in point.
Mr. G. R. Mitchison: " The Clause raises an important
question of principle. The effect of it is that if during the
five years after a planning decision there is a new planning
permission in respect of land which has already been
acquired, the man who was compensated at the time of
acquisition becomes entitled to receive further compensation. It is an entirely one-sided Clause. Amendments to
make it work both ways—in favour of as well as against
the acquiring authority—were rejected in Committee . . .
If two private individuals make a bargain and it afterwards
turns out to be more profitable to one than to the other,
or if one of them thinks he has been hardly done by, both
in law and in commonsense, that is no ground for reopening the bargain. That is what is now proposed, and
that it should be done unilaterally solely for the benefit
of the man who sold the property."—Recommittal, March
23, Hansard Cols. 1,007 and 1,009.
Mr. Arthur M. Skeffington: "The proposition makes a
mockery of the Government's claim to introduce a formula
for paying market value for land which is compulsorily
acquired. Already the formula is rather artificial, but the
Clause makes it is so artificial that it has no relevance
to the ordinary processes by which we define what is
meant by market value . . . The benefit of this Clause
is always in the interest of the land-owner. As we know
from what the Minister has already said, that means the
large landowners—because resident occupiers get the
maximum market value in most cases—but never the
public or the local authorities. A Clause so construed is
monstrous and unfair and I hope that everyone will realise
that it is repugnant to those who wish to see fair play and
justice."—Recommittal, Cols. 1,011 and 1,014-5.
Three Liberals supported the Government when the
Clause was pressed to a division. They were Mr. E. R.
Bowen, Mr. J. Grimond and Mr. D. Wade.
This latest T. & C. P. Bill has consumed a good deal
of Parliament's time. Like many another it—and the circumstances which made it necessary—is a by-product of
the grotesque notion that the whole of society exists for
the convenience and enrichment of a privileged minority.
LAND & LIBERTY

The Bill received a Second Reading in the Lords on
April 14. In a brief speech (which we hope to publish next
m o n t h ) , Lord Douglas of Barloch pointed out how the
taxation, or local rating, of land values would help to
solve the fiscal aspect of the problem under consideration.
EXPLOITED POLES
NE thousand pounds is not enough to buy one acre
of good arable farm land in some parts of Poland.
This is several times what such land fetches at auction in
Britain. Even more extraordinary is the apparent satisfaction with which the Polish Embassy in London reports
these fantastic prices, proudly claiming that they are the
result (as no doubt they are !) of Government policy. Without further comment we reprint in full with due
acknowledgment an item from Polish Facts and Figures,
No. 615, dated February 21 and issued by the Press Office of
the Polish Embassy in London. [Note: 11.20 zlotys=£l ;
1 hectare=2.471 acres. A Voivodship is the Polish equivalent of County.]

O

Land Prices Increasing. As a result of present agricultural policy and the consequent growing interest amongst
peasants in agricultural work and in raising its profitability,
land prices are on the increase in Poland.
According to information collected by 1,200 local agricultural correspondents of the Chief Statistical Office in
ten voivodships the average price of one hectare of good
arable land in the last six months of 1958 was 40,400
zlotys, a 14.1 per cent increase over the first six months
of 1958 and of 51.9 per cent over the first six months of
1957.
Similar price increases are observed in other categories
of land. The general rise in prices varies according to
voivodships.
For instance, the cost of one hectare of good arable land
varied between 21,800 zlotys in Bialystok, 55,600 zlotys in
Katowice and even 64,800 zlotys in Cracow voivodship.
Compared with the first six months of 1958 the highest
increase in the price of one hectare of this type of land,
35.2 per cent, took place in Warsaw voivodship. Prices of
land have dropped only in Bydgoszcz voivodship (by 3.1
per cent) and Bialystok voivodship (2.3 per cent).
In the second half of 1958 the price of one hectare of
arable land varied between 16,000 zlotys in Bialystok
voivodship and 52,000 zlotys in Cracow voivodship, with
an average for the ten voivodships under review of 28,400
zlotys. One hectare of poor arable land in Bialystok
voivodship costs 8,800 zlotys and 35,000 zlotys in Cracow
voivodship.
POLLS OF ANOTHER HUE

T

HE way is open for seven more places in Victoria to
switch over to land-value rating later this year. Petitions for polls to be held (in August) signed by the
requisite number of ratepayers were lodged by the end of
January (the closing date) in the three shires of Doncaster
and Templestowe, Healesville, and Mclvor, and in the
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Town of Stawell. Polls are also pending from last year in
the Shires of Bairnesdale, Kerang, and Maffra, although it
is possible that valuation may not be complete in time for
them to be held this year.
In Yea Shire, which already rates on land values, a
move by the Council to revert to rating improvements has
been challenged by ratepayers, and accordingly a poll
will be taken there in August.
Progress, Melbourne, reports that there is a strong
possibility that other areas may adopt land-value rating
by council resolution. It comments : " It is encouraging
that most demands for this change [to L.V.R.] are now
coming from the rural municipalities rather than the
metropolitan. This reflects increasing understanding of the
importance of land-value rating to these rural areas."
A WEEKEND IN HERTFORDSHIRE

E

VEN more successful than " Shornells " last autumn,
best sums up the Spring weekend school. It was held
at High Leigh, Hoddesden, Herts., from Friday evening,
April 3, to Sunday evening, April 5. There was a slightly
larger attendance, with students from Birmingham, Cardiff,
Isle of Wight and Portsmouth, as well as from the classes
at Headquarters and around London. For most this was
their first Henry George conference. Although many of
them had joined the School either last September or in
January and so had completed only one or two classes,
there were few who did not speak as if they were
thoroughly versed and deeply convinced Georgeists and
some, indeed, so declared themselves. Enthusiastic and
articulate, they provided a critically intelligent audience as
well as a number of the speakers. Most were under 35
and many were ten to twelve years younger.
Guest speakers were : Major Oliver Smedley, chairman
of the Cheap Food League, who opened the proceedings
with a talk on Protection, Pressure Groups and the
Cost of Living ; Mr. J. M. Crawford, B.Sc., from the London School of Economics (Modern Economic Theory);
and Mr. Edward Martell, chairman of the People's League
for the Defence of Freedom, whose subject was Trade
Unions—Menace or Blessing ?
Tutors and students who gave papers were: David K.
Mills (Booms and Slumps) ; B. W. Brookes (Keynes and
Henry George: Land, Money and Trade); John Kemp
(Democratic Control in a Socialist Society?); V. G.
Saldji (They Proved Henry George Wrong !); A. HavilandNye (Automation); P. J. Arnold (Taxation); T. E. Baker
(Trade); L. Howes (By Bread Alone) ; R. Smith and A.
J. Carter (two papers: Where Do We Go From Here ?).
Mr. P. R. Stubbings, editor of Land & Liberty, reported
on the news from Jamaica.
Sessional chairmen were V. H. Blundell (Director of
Studies) and Messrs. John Bathe, L. Lord, T. A. Ende,
David Mills, K. A. Day and K. Baynes and Mrs. Margery
Bathe and Miss Dorothy Edwards.
A ramble in hot sunshine through delightful countryside
during the Saturday afternoon "free period", dancing
that evening and, for some, a visit to a nearby rustic pub,
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afforded opportunities for relaxation but, as always with
our conferences, these interludes in fact were animated and
informal extensions of the discussion of the various papers
which had been presented, and related matters.

Shorter Notes
AGRICULTURE — A net increase of £3 million has been
awarded to the agricultural industry following the Annual
review of farm prices and production grants. Guaranteed
prices for many commodities are unchanged. They are
reduced for wheat, rye, wool, and eggs, and increased
for milk. The cow and calf subsidy has also been increased.
Inclement weather last year, higher farm rents, and the
£1,000 gift scheme for selected small farmers have all
played a part in determining the award.
COMPENSATION — The campaign to secure compulsory
payments to people who suffer damage and inconvenience
from massive redevelopment schemes (L. &L. March) is
attracting press notice and support from people throughout
the country. In Parliament Mr. D. Wade (Liberal) has
tabled a question to the Housing Minister asking what
representations he has received from the Association of
Municipal Corporations about the noise, inconvenience
and distress caused by building operations, and what action
he proposes taking. Mr. P. M. T. Sheldon-Williams, campaign organiser, asks that readers who have taken petition
forms shall return them to him promptly at 103, Eastbourne
Mews, Paddington, W.2. Plenty more are available.
GRIMOND — A Manchester Guardian editorial on Mr.
Jo Grimond's "admirable short book" setting out his view
of the Liberal approach to political and social problems
( " T h e Liberal Future", Faber, 12s. 6d.) states:
"In
general according to Mr. Grimond, Liberals are ready and
willing to use the profit motive. He suggests, however,
that the controversy on nationalisation should not be on
that form of State control against free enterprise: it ought
to be on the decision over tasks best done for profit and
those best done not for profit. The health and welfare
services are obvious examples of what should be run without any profit-making motive: most branches of industry,
in Mr. Grimond's view are best kept with profit as a
motive force (though not the only one) . . . .
" In the economic field it will come as no surprise that
he is in favour of cuts in Government spending to diminish
inflation, of a wider ownership of property (including
shares) as a protection against the State, of greater freedom in trade, and (perhaps evidence of a pressure group
even within the Liberal ranks) of taxing land values."
This, we believe, is the first time Mr. Grimond has
publicly signified approval of L.V.T. The "pressure group"
deserves congratulations. Work clearly remains for other
"pressure groups" within the Party: "freer" trade is
restricted trade and distrust of the profit motive has a
suspicious ring. The simple choice is between Marxism
and the Market economy.
KENYA — " Recent reports from informed Europeans in
Kenya show how terribly overcrowded the Kikuyu reserve
is, the average population being well over 300 per square
mile compared to 60 in England and 42 in rural Denmark.
In some parts of Kikuyuland it is as much as 600 to 700
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and in one part as much as 1,000 per square mile. No
wonder there is always widespread malnutrition and at
times starvation. It seems particularly reprehensible that
White settlers are crying out for more people to go out
from England and are offering all sorts of inducements to
them, instead of allowing a few African farmers of proved
worth to take up the unused land in the White Highlands.
Enough land for mere existence is surely an African's right
in his own country!"—Eileen Fletcher, a Quaker who was
formerly a rehabilitation officer in Kenya, writing in
Peace News, April 3.
POPULATION — "What is causing semi-starvation and
poverty today over most of the world, is not pressure of
population but checks on the production of food and other
goods. This is in part the result of antiquated and unjust
systems of land tenure, maintained in the ultimate interest
of foreign traders and planters, as the repression in Africa
today shows still to be an active factor. Even more, it is
failure to provide adequate machinery and fertiliser to
bring more land into cultivation and get more off it."—
J. D. Bernal, Professor of Physics at Birkbeck College,
London, in a letter on Population and Science in the New
Statesman, March 14.
PRICE MAINTENANCE —Following the recent judgement of the Restrictive Practices Court in the case of the
Yarn Spiners' agreement, the Cotton Yarn Doublers' Association has voluntarily abandoned the price maintenance
scheme between its members. The abandonment was approved by the Court sitting in London on March 20.
Three days later Mr. Justice Upjohn, giving judgement
in the Court, said that a number of agreements between
members of the Blanket Manufacturers' Association were
"contrary to the public interest".
Subsequently the British Radio Value Manufacturers'
Association advised its members that it had decided to
terminate a number of agreements with effect from March
31, 1959. It had taken this step reluctantly because it was
convinced that its agreements were in the public interest,
considered in the broadest sense as opposed to the narrow
definition contained in the Act. The Restrictive Practices
Court made a formal order in the matter on April 8.
SHOPKEEPERS' RATES. A critical editorial note on
postponement of revaluation in the Retail Chemist, March
issue, comments : " Taxation of this kind forms the main
source of income available to local authorities and for
this reason alone and the huge national sum involved, it
should be allocated on the basis of equity. It is important
that the shopkeeper should not be asked to subsidise other
classes of property owners, particularly in these days
when retail margins are being kept to a dangerous minimum inconsistent with ever-increasing overheads, and rents
for new sites are reaching heights unheard of even a few
years ago. And there are no signs that the limits in the
market values of freehold and leasehold commercial
property will be reached in the near future." If all property
were rated on current rental value, the apportionment of
the total rate burden between the three main classeshouses, commercial premises, and industrial premises
would change from 50, 35 and 12 per cent to 59, 25 and
14 per cent. The fact that the domestic ratepayer alone
cannot "pass on" his rates is not mentioned.
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Frank A . W . Lucas, Q.C.
As this issue goes to press we learn with profound regret
of the death in Johannesburg on April 22 of the widely
loved and deeply respected President of the International
Union for Land-Value Taxation and Free Trade. A former
judge of the Supreme Court of South Africa, Mr. Lucas
was 77. Below is a recent article from his pen.
MARKETING BOARDS

I

N many, if not all, countries powerful sections of the

community form pressure groups which lobby members
of Parliament to get legislation passed to favour their special
claims. Farmers have been particularly active in this way,
with great success here as well as in Britain, Australia, and
the U.S.A. N o government here has ever dared to antagonise the farmers, so they have gone on getting from
Parliament more and more favours. These are, of course,
at the expense of the rest of the community, as consumers
and taxpayers.
During the depression in the early 'thirties, our farmers
in the Union could not sell all their crops at a price which
they considered remunerative. Yielding to their pressure,
the Government set up control boards to raise the prices
of their produce. On these boards farmers had over 80
per cent of the members. The policy was to create an artificial shortage so as to be able to force up prices. The
method adopted was to estimate what could be sold at
the desired price and to compel the export of the surplus.
As the price overseas then was lower than the local price,
the loss was to be made up by increasing the price to home
consumers. In this way consumers had to subsidise the
farmers. It followed that the bigger the surplus the greater
was the quantity to be exported and the larger the loss
which the domestic consumer had to make good in higher
prices. Then as now we could rejoice if the crop was not
too bountiful.
One example of how this worked will suffice. In 1938,
the Maize Board fixed the price of maize at 8s. a bag
of 200 lb., as enough to allow the growers a reasonable
profit. To produce the scarcity which would give them
that price the Board decided to compel the export of
several million bags. This was done. The price obtained at
the coast, after railage had been paid, was 5s. 9d. a bag.
The difference between that and 8s. was to be made up
by raising the price to the consumers, mostly the poorest
of the poor, to 12s. a bag.
The Maize Board has since been so successful in raising
prices for farmers that a year or two ago the price was
32s. a bag, exactly four times a satisfactory price for them
in 1938. It is absurd to contend that the rise in their cost
of production justifies such an increase. The contrary is
proved by the very great rise in the price of farming land.
That rise represents what people consider the great profit
from growing maize at over 30s. a bag makes it worthwhile paying.
Control boards are a guarantee that there will not be
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any reduction in the cost of living if they can help it.
They have brought about the most ludicrous situations.
Mr. Bob Connolly illustrated this in a cartoon before the
last war. He showed two ships passing at sea. One was
taking our butter to England; the other was bringing
butter from there to us! The Board had compelled the export of too much. In any event we have never yet produced
enough of this protective food to meet the real needs of
our own people.
Our sugar growers, being a combine, did not need a
board to help them do the same sort of thing. They fixed
the price at 3 | d . and what they could not sell locally at
that price they sent to London where it was sold retail
at 2fd. a pound.
The two Fruit Boards have turned this from a fruiteating to a fruit starved country. The price of fruit today is
prohibitive for the great majority of our people.
Women have had the vote for a quarter of a century
but they have so far used it to little effect in the economic
field. The farmers' control boards are among the first things
that need to be tackled in the fight for freedom to produce and to trade and to end poverty. Until it is won
malnutrition—a polite euphemism for starvation—and its
evil effects will continue. We have been told recently by
experts that the death rate from T.B. among the underprivileged blacks is 30 times what it is among the privileged
whites. The fight to end poverty is one for us all to
join in if only to end that shocking state of affairs.
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The Way Ahead In Jamaica
Amending

legislation was necessary before the taxation

of land values could come into force

on

April 1 in the parishes of St. Catherine and St. Ann. The reasons for it, and its scope, is explained
in the Ministry Paper here reproduced
Manley,

(slightly condensed)

Q.C. placed before the House

"C1 OR over 20 years the system of land taxation which
exists in Jamaica has been the subject of critical discussion. It is a system which imposes unfair burdens on the
poor and the small land owner. It is a system which for
most people involves steep increases of taxes when buildings are erected or permanent works of improvement are
made on their land. It is a system which allows idle land
to escape its fair share of taxes and as a result of these
things it is a system which discourages rather than encourages the best development of land and gives advantages to those who are able to withhold land from production until large increases have taken place in the value
of the land.
All these things were examined by a Commission which
reported in favour of changing the system as far back as
1944. This was followed by the introduction of legislation
for the purpose of introducing land taxation on the basis
of unimproved values in 1950 but the legislation was not
carried through to a conclusion.
In January 1955, this Government having been elected
to office, a decision was taken that a determined effort
should be made at the earliest possible moment to end
once and for all this old system of taxation and to introduce this new and better one. Following that decision a new
Bill was introduced in 1956 and in December 1956 the Legislature passed the Land Valuation Law (No. 73 of 1956),
and that law provided for the revaluation of all land and
for the preparation of new valuation rolls with the intention that a new system of land taxation and rating based
on unimproved vaues should be introduced.
After the passing of the law a Land Valuation Department was established and the business of revaluing under the new law was commenced. This work proceeded
without friction and with a considerable level of co-operation from all landowners, and as a result new valuation
rolls have been prepared for the parishes of St. Catherine
and St. Ann.
It is now proposed to introduce these new valuation
rolls and on the basis of these rolls to bring into effect the
new system of land taxation and rating for these two
parishes as from the 1st of April, 1959.
The House of Representatives will be invited in due
course to approve certain amendments to the relevant
laws to give effect to the new system.
The amendments themselves are extremely simple and
uncomplicated in character. Nonetheless, it is thought right,
having regard to the great importance of the subject and to
the tremendous change which the new system will make
in the general effect of land taxation and rating, to advise
the House in detail in regard to the interesting facts that
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which the Chief Minister,

of Representatives

on March

Mr.

Norman

10.

have emerged in the course of the revaluation, the problems that have been disclosed and the proposals that will
be made for their solution.
The work of revaluation had no sooner started when it
became clear that three major questions would arise for
decision.
THREE MAJOR
QUESTIONS
The first question was whether to amend the original proposal which was that valuation rolls should be prepared
both on the basis of unimproved values and also on the
old basis of improved values. The House will recall that
it was intended that property tax and parish rates, the
two principal forms of land tax, should be based on unimproved values as defined in Land Valuation Law, that
is to say, on the actual market value of the land exclusive
of the values of any buildings, cultivations and other improvements on or attached to the land. On the other hand,
it was intended that charges for particular services, such
as water and fire, should be based on improved values.
It was found, however, that to attempt to compile two
sets of valuation rolls would take so long that it might
well have taken more than 10 years to complete the valuation of the whole island. Moreover, it was thought that
there was no important reason for insisting that special
rates should be charged on improved values. The availability of special services in a given area in itself enhances
the unimproved value of the land and the removal of all
elements that discourage improvement of the land was
thought to be better secured by having a single uniform
system applicable to every type of rate.
It was therefore decided that only one valuation roll
should be prepared, that is to say, a roll based on unimproved values and the property tax, parish rates and
service charges would all be based on that roll. It will
be necessary to amend the Land Valuation Law, 1956,
to provide for this matter.
The second question that arose was whether to ascertain
the value of all properties separately and individually, no
matter how small. It is probable that something like 75
per cent of all holdings of land in Jamaica will prove to
be under £100 unimproved value. It was decided that
separate valuations should not be made of properties
where the value was £100 or less. This involved a decision
to impose a flat uniform tax on all those properties and,
as will subsequently appear, that tax is intended to be
imposed at a nominal rate.
The third question that arose was whether to wait until
all the parishes had been valued before introducing the
new system, or to introduce it year by year for those
parishes which had been completed in the course of each
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year. It has been decided to proceed with the introduction
of the new system year by year in those parishes which
have been completed.
CONTINUOUS
VALUATION
Two reasons have governed this decision. First there is
the fact that it will take 4 to 5 years to complete the
revaluation of the entire island. But the Valuation Law,
1956, provides that valuations should take place every 5
years. If, then, the introduction of the new system was to
await the completion of the valuation rolls for the whole
of Jamaica the first valuations would be out of date
by the time the last rolls were completed and one of the
main objectives of the law would be defeated.
The second reason is that by proceeding in this way
the process of valuation can be carried on continuously on
a five-year basis as the old law contemplated and as the
new law provides.
This decision has been influenced by the fact that it is,
and has always been, the intention of Government to use
the new system of land taxation not for the purpose of
increasing the total amount of taxes to be recovered from
land, but for the purpose of introducing a system more
just and equitable and distributing the burden of land
taxation in a manner which was more in accord with our
needs and circumstances and with the imperative necessity to foster and encourage the most rapid use and
development of all our land.
It has already been stated that the revaluation has been
completed in St. Catherine and St. Ann. St. Catherine,
however, was first completed and the work in St. Ann has
only recently been concluded in the field. Accordingly, it
has only been possible to complete at this date a detailed
analysis for the parish of St. Catherine of the results of
the new valuation, and the following information is given
because it will be of general interest to members of the
House and because it forms the basis upon which the new
tax structure will be based.
The table shows the number of properties falling within various valuation groups.
Value of
Properties
£
Up to
101 —
201 —
301 —
501 —
1,001 —
2,501 —
5,001 —
10,001 —
20,001 —
30,001 —
50,001 —
Over

100
200
300
500
1,000
2,500
5,000
10,000
20,000
30,000
50,000
100,000
100,000
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No. of
Properties

Total
Valuation
£

Average
Value
£

30,779
4,729
1,565
1,795
1,271
624
173
90
47
16
6
5
4

1,274,540
733,542
401,152
730,015
888,985
954,401
607,103
626,780
668,241
410,270
233,100
340,340
1,033,400

41
155
256
406
699
1,546
3,509
6,964
14,218
25,642
38,850
68,068
258,350

41,104

£8,901,869

In regard to the group of 30,779 properties not exceeding £100, it will be borne in mind, as has already been
stated, that no attempt has been made at separate valuations for these properties since it was ascertained that their
value did not exceed £100.
The total existing value on the tax roll estimated on the
improved basis of all properties in St. Catherine is only
£2,048,818 as compared with £8,901,869 now estimated
on the unimproved basis. That the real values, even on
the unimproved basis, so greatly exceed the old values is
due to the fact that it is more than 20 years since any
general revaluation was made, and during the period land
values have increased enormously as a result partly of the
growth in the economy of the country, and partly as a
result of the decline in the value of money. It is to be
emphasised, however, that this increase in value does not
involve an increase in the amount of taxes to be paid
since the amount of taxes to be paid depends entirely
upon the rate of tax that is applied to any given value of
land.
At present the following taxes and rates are levied:
General: (a) Property Tax ; (b) Parish Rate ; (c) Sanitation
T a x ; Service Rates: (d) Fire Rate ; (e) Light Rate ;
(f) Water Rate.
ALL ON LAND
VALUES
With the exception of the Sanitation Tax, which it is
intended to abolish, it is proposed that these taxes and
rates should be continued though on a changed basis, the
main difference being that unimproved values will be used.
The Sanitation Tax is a general tax and is imposed under
the Public Health Law (Cap.320) on all rateable property
within the various districts of the parish. The rate is
designed to raise such sums as may be required for the
provision of sanitary services in the districts together with
the cost of collecting the rate. Public Health is regarded
as an integral part of the functions of Parish Coucils. It
is operated on a parish-wide basis and the cost of administration should not therefore be met from the imposition of
a separate rate. Its existence as a separate tax is therefore
considered undesirable, and accordingly it is not proposed
to continue it as a separate tax.
The yield from the tax is of importance to the finances
of the Parish Councils and though it will be abolished as
[Advt.]
DEFENCE FUND FOR
AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINEES
Cases in hand : (1). Assisting a further appeal against sentence
of Albert NAMATJIRA on a charge of having supplied liquor to
a native not having full citizenship. (2). Challenging the validity
of the Welfare Ordinance on behalf of KEITH NAMATJIRA,
ENOS
NAMATJIRA,
CLAUDE
EMITJA
and
OTTO
PAREROULTJA to show that these men with other "full blood"
Aboriginees of the Northern Territory are free citizens.
Successful appeals will help in the struggle for full citizenship
for Australian Aboriginees.
Do-ations to the Defence Fund may be sent to : Pastor DOUG
NICHOLLS (who is an aboriginee) at 46 Russell Street, Melbourne,
Victoria, or to one of the three trustees (all of Melbourne) :- The
Very Rev. Dr. S. Barton Babbage, St. Paul's Cathedral ; Professor
R. D. Wright, University of Melbourne ; Mr. S. M. Goldbloom,
207 Alma Road, St. Kilda.
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such it will for revenue purposes be absorbed by the
Parish Rate.
As stated, a complete analysis has been made of the effect
of the revaluation for the parish of St. Catherine only and
accordingly that parish will be used to illustrate the tax
structure which it is intended to impose and its effect upon
the owners of land in the parish. It may be assumed that
the results in St. Catherine will more or less resemble
what will happen throughout the whole island.
The anticipated revenue in 1958/59 from property tax,
parish rate and sanitation tax in St. Catherine is £106,200.
It is not intended to collect more than this amount. What
has to be determined is how to distribute this amount between property tax and parish rate and upon what
principles eacn element is to be raised.
PROGRESSIVE

TAX

RATES

The Property Tax Law (Cap. 312) imposes a tax chargeable on every £10 or fractional part of £10 of the value of
property shown on the valuation roll. This tax is applicable
to the entire island and accrues to General Revenue. It is
not proposed to change the nature of this tax except that
it will be imposed through the use of the new valuation
roll on the unimproved value of properties. The tax will
be applicable to the entire island and will be uniform
throughout all parishes when the revaluation is fully completed. Since 1956/57 Government has paid over to each
Parish Council the equivalent of the amount of property
tax collected in the particular parish. It is proposed that
this should continue for the time being under the new
system. Exemptions and special concessions permitted
under the Law will also continue in force.
It is proposed to introduce the new system of property
tax by changing it from a flat rate tax as it now is, to what
is known as a progressive tax which is the method of tax
used in other countries where taxation is based on unimproved land value. A progressive tax is a tax which increases with every increase in the unit of value and it
is intended that the unit of value should be £1. When the
revaluation has been completed this will apply to the whole
island.
The proposal is that all properties of unimproved value
of £1,000 and under shall be exempt entirely from property
tax. On all values in excess of £1,000 the tax will commence at Id. in the £1 and will increase at such a rate that
at a value of £10,000 the tax will be 2d.; at a value of
£20,000 the tax will be 3d.; and at a value of £30,000 the
tax will be 4d. in the £1. For values above £30,000 a flat
rate of 7d. in the £1 is proposed to be imposed.
It will be observed that the tax progresses on the basis
" Land & Liberty " can be obtained from
WYMAN & SONS, LTD.
6d. Monthly — Place a regular order.
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of a formula of Id. in the fll, increasing by one ten
thousandth of a Id. for each increase in the number of
pounds. An example of how this may be calculated is set
out :
Unimproved value
Free
Balance

.

Rate of tax

.

.

+ ~A8<4.

id
=

£7,864
1,000
£6M4

'

10,000

1.6864d. in the £.
Tax payable
= 6864 x 1.6864d.
= £48 4s. 7d.
So far as St. Catherine is concerned the application of
property tax at this rate is estimated to produce approximately £60,000 of revenue, leaving a balance of £46,200
approximately to be raised through the parish rate.
PARISH
RATES
The parish rate is imposed by the Parish Councils under
the Parochial Rates and Finance Law (Cap. 276) subject
to the approval of the Governor in Council. The revenue
collected therefrom accrues to the Parish Council.
Ordinarily, the parish rate varies from parish to parish
and each Parish Council designs a rate in accordance with
its own budget after bearing in mind other sources of
revenue including the very substantial contribution which
year by year Government makes to Parish Council finances.
It is proposed that in initiating this new system the
parish rate will be fixed with the approval of the Governor
in Council by the appropriate Minister after consulting
with the Parish Council. It is repeated that it is Government's intention that the combined effect of property tax
and parish rate should yield approximately the same as
the old rates produce. What is proposed will ensure first
that in introducing the new system a level of uniformity is
achieved in the first instance, and second, that the total
charges on the parishes coming under the new system will
not exceed the charges under the old.
In order to ensure that approximately the same total
as is now collected from property tax and Parish Council
rates will be collected when the new system comes into
force, it is calculated that a rate of 1.75d. approximately
in the pound will have to be imposed as far as St.
Catherine is concerned.
A NOMINAL
TAX FOR SOME
The concrete proposals which Government has in mind
and will discuss with the Parish Councils concerned are
as follows :
For the first £100 of value a flat rate of 4/- is contemplated. This will ensure that 75 per cent of all landowners whose properties are £100 and under in value will
pay what is virtually a nominal tax. It is generally agreed
that this nominal tax should be paid because it is the means
whereby a continuous and permanent record is kept of
landholdings throughout the country and it is also the
means whereby valuable evidence of title is preserved
from year to year.
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It is intended that on the second £100 in value a charge
should be imposed at the rate of yd. in the pound, so that
the total tax on a property of £200 in value would be
8/2d. On values above £200 a flat rate in the pound would
be imposed, and it has already been pointed out that in
order to secure that the total amount of taxes will be
approximately the same under the new system as it was
under the old it will be necessary to fix the rate at l i d .
in the pound.
What the effect of this new tax structure would be is
set out. An examination of the analysis that has been
made for the parish of St. Catherine so far as it applies
to the body of the taxpayers as a whole and to individual
taxpayers discloses the following : (1) There are 41,104 holdings in all. Of this total 38,868
are below £500 in value and 2,236 are above. Of the
38,868 persons below £500 in value, 30,779 will pay a
nominal tax of 4/1 only.

Government proposes to make grants to the Parish
Councils to make up the difference in the revenue received
from the imposition of a fair rate of water charge and
the actual cost of supplying the water in the Parish. The
actual level of the rate and consequently the amount of
Government grant would be the subject of discussion
and agreement between Government and the Parish
Councils concerned in each case. It is the view of Government, however, that when this examination has been made
and agreement reached it will probably be found that
Government will have to provide by grant approximately
50 per cent of the cost of the water services in the parish
of St. Catherine.

(2) Of the remainder, 4,729 will pay tax varying from
4/- at £100, to 8/2d. at £200. All those persons amounting
to upwards of 35,500 taxpayers will pay substantially less
in land tax and parish rates combined than they pay at
present.

FIVE MAIN
ADVANTAGES
The advantage of the new system which it is proposed
to introduce stands out distinctly and clearly:—
(1) A system of tax based on real land values taken
at their proper market value and estimated on an equal
basis for all persons is to begin ;
(2) The system taxes land only. What is built on the
land or planted on the land or done to improve the land
by works of conservation or reclamation will not now
nor ever so long as this system prevails be subject to t a x ;

(3) Of the balance of 3,360 persons with holdings from
J!200 to £500, more than one half and possibly as many
as two-thirds will pay less taxes than they now pay.
Examples taken at random are as follows:- (a) A case
under £200: Old value £35, rates and taxes 17/6d. New
value £149, rates and taxes 6/ld. (b) A case under £300 :
Old value £48, rates and taxes £1 4s. New value £243,
rates and taxes 14/5d. A case under £400 : Old value £58,
rates and taxes £1 9s. New value £351, rates and taxes
£1 10s. 2d.
SERVICE

RATES

It will be recalled that it is proposed to abolish the
sanitation tax, and the main remaining service rates will
be the services of fire protection and water. Service rates
are, of course, only paid by persons who enjoy the service
provided and the general aim is to provide revenue which
will as nearly as possible be equal to the expenditure incurred on these services. Service rates are imposed by the
Parish Councils.
As to water rates, the House will remember that the
Parishes Water Supply Law was recently amended to provide for the abolition of standpipe rates and further to
provide that only those persons should pay for water
who actually receive the water by service pipes.
Government has also undertaken to examine the
position of charges for tank water supplies with a view
to seeing if they too cannot be eliminated entirely.
The effect of those changes means that the cost of water
services will probably be too heavy for those persons who
alone will have to bear the burden. It is Government's
view that it will not be possible to ask them to bear the
burden exclusively.
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It is on the basis of the foregoing considerations arising
out of an analysis of the known facts and their effect
upon taxpayers that this Honourable House will be asked
to pass five amending laws which, as already pointed out,
are simple in character but far-reaching in effect.

(3) The method of tax is designed on the one hand to
remove every element that may discourage those who might
improve land and on the other hand to render it increasingly disadvantageous to keep large quantities of land
idle and out of production ;
(4) The system relieves virtually all the very small
land-owners of the burden of land taxes save for a nominal
charge which will ensure that ownership and title are
evidenced by annual payments ;
(5) The system achieves a redistribution of the incidence
of tax. The vast majority of all taxpayers (about 90% in
all) will pay less and the burden of tax will be more fairly
distributed. Save for the small landowners all will pay
equal rates for general parish purposes, but for property
tax those who have more land in value will pay higher
rates than those who have less and the small landowners
will be free from property tax entirely.

THE RATING REFORMER — Tens of thousands of
copies of the specially prepared leaflet (see back cover)
have been sold to candidates contesting the May muncipal
elections. Orders are still coming in as we go to press.
HENRY GEORGE SCHOOL STUDENTS in Britain are
cordially invited to complete the form enclosed with this
issue, their last complimentary copy. We hope they have
found our recent numbers interesting.
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The Opposite Effects Of Taxes
On Wages And On Land Value
In New Zealand a Royal Commission on Local Authority

Finance

By r ,i vn,)

°

oregan

Chairman, New Zealand League
for the Taxation of Land Values
has recommended

that

local body rates should be reduced by approximately one-third and the consequent loss of
revenue be made good by a tax of 2d. in the £ on wages, salaries and other incomes.
' T 1 HIS proposed change in the method and incidence of
local body taxation would transfer taxation from
property and persons. In the language of economics it
would transfer between £6 million and £7 million of local
taxation from land values to wages. To appreciate what
this means in practice it is necessary to consider what are
the effects of a tax on wages and what are the effects of
a tax on land values.
All taxes have one common effect in that they raise
revenue but all taxes also have secondary social consequences. It is with these secondary social consequences of
a tax on wages and a tax on land values that I wish to
deal.
The effect of a tax of this kind is perfectly obvious and
clear. Wages are immediately reduced by the amount of
the tax. The term wages, of course, means all earnings of
labour either by hand or brain by persons singly or in
combination.
Much of this tax will find its way into prices. For
example a manufacturing company must cover its costs
in the price of its product and this tax on company earnings is a cost. It must, therefore, include this cost if possible in the price of its products. The principle tendency
of a tax on wages is to decrease take-home pay and at
the same time to increase prices. Not unnaturally this
process, if carried far enough, will generate industrial discontent and stimulate a demand for a wage increase. If this
increase in wages is achieved then the tax will certainly
find its way into a general increase in prices, and the
wages-prices spiral climbs a little higher and everyone is
a little worse off than before.
Taxes on earnings are deeply entrenched in our taxation
system and as they increase they are bringing problems
of ever-increasing gravity. It should be one objective of
a constructive financial policy to reduce such taxes if our
economic system is to function smoothly. It is dangerous
and foolish to increase such taxes needlessly as has been
proposed by the Royal Commission. From these considerations it is clear that the secondary social consequences of
a tax on wages are essentially bad.
By contrast the secondary social consequences of a tax
on land values are almost entirely good. Of course, the
paying of taxes is always an unpleasant process for the
Condensed from the N.Z. Labour Party's weekly newspaper, The Standard, the third of a series by Dr. O'Regan.
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individual taxpayer, nevertheless a tax on land values can
and does accomplish a great deal of social good.
The basic reason from which these good consequences
flow is that a tax on land values depresses the selling price
of land and makes it cheaper and easier to acquire.
It does this in two ways. First a charge on land values,
such as we have in the rates, makes it unprofitable to hold
land out of use. It tends to bring vacant and underused
land into the market because land which is subject to a
substantial charge has to be made to pay its way by being
used or sold. This free offering of land tends to lower the
price. There is, however, a much more important factor
which operates in the same direction and that is that this
annual charge on land values in the rates directly
diminishes the selling price of land by the amount of
the charge capitalised.
CAPITALISATION
It is very important to grasp this principle of capitalisation to understand this question. It is readily seen that
£200 invested at 5 per cent interest would yield £10 a
year. Now this statement can be reversed and it can be
said equally well that if interest is at 5 per cent, £10 a
year is equivalent to a capital sum of £200 , that is £10 a
year capitalised is equivalent to £200. This figure is reached
by the simple s u m :
£10 x 20 equals £200.
Similarly £17 million capitalised at the same rate of
interest would be equal to £340 million and a tax on land
values of £17 million would reduce the selling price of land
by £340 million. This is exactly what the rates do in
New Zealand. The total rates amount to £18.9 million.
Now whereever rating is on the Unimproved Value all
rates are on land values only and where rates are on
the Capital or Annual Value, part of the rates are on
land value. Altogether about 80 per cent of the local
rates fall on land value and every year because of the
spread of rating on the unimproved value the percentage
grows. Therefore, out of £18.9 million of rates about
£17 millions falls directly on land values and about £1.9
million only on the buildings and improvements.
£340 MILLION CHEAPER
This £17 million a year reduces the selling price of
land in New Zealand by £340 million. In the year 1955-56
the Valuation Department assured us that the unimproved
value of New Zealand land was £644 million. If it were
not for the rates it would have been £984 million, i.e.,
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£644 million plus £340 million. This reduction in the
selling price of land is wholly beneficial to the country.
Let us consider how the reduction in land price affects
some few of many things.
The ownership of property. It is quite clear that the
cheaper land is, the easier it is to buy. Only rich men
can buy dear land. More men can buy cheap land. By
discouraging the aggregation of land into huge blocks of
value and keeping its price down the rates tend to favour
the widespread ownership of land. Indeed it may sound
paradoxical to say but it is true that one of the principal
reasons why ratepaying is so widespread among New
Zealand's adult population is because of the rates which
make it possible for more people to become ratepayers.
These rates, therefore, actively advance the realisation of
the ideal of a property-owning democracy.
Modern society suffers from a disease called Monopolistic Capitalism. The principal symptom of this disease is
the ownership of natural resources by the few. By putting
all local taxes on to land values and keeping them there
we tend to eradicate this foul social disorder.
Housing. The bottom side of every house is a piece
of land. The cheaper the site of the house the easier it is
for the prospective home-builder to reach his goal. The
soaring price of land is one of the greatest difficulties
for the prospective home-owner to overcome. He has
to pay this price before he can begin. Heaven knows the
prices are high enough, but without the rates they would
be a great deal higher and this is what would happen if
the recommendation of the Royal Commission was acted
upon.
The Farmers. Anyone who has any knowledge of the
history of New Zealand farming knows that high land
values are dangerous, deadly dangerous, to the stability
of the farming industry. We have seen it happen before
when land is taken up at very high prices. Farmers are
very vulnerable to the slightest shift in overseas prices
for their products. If these prices should fall, disaster falls
on the farmer because of his high mortgages. This is the
common mechanism of the slump in New Zealand, and
it should be a matter of public policy to use every reasonable means to restrain high rural land values and high
farming costs.
The rates on land values as they at present obtain tend
strongly in this direction. To reduce the rates by between
£6 million and £7 million would give an enormous rise
in rural land values, with a resulting detriment to farming
and national economic security.
Land Use. These charges on land values stimulate the
better use of land. Where they are high enough they make
it quite impossible to hold land idle or even to use it in
an inferior way. These rates, therefore, act as a constant,
unwearying built-in stimulus to better land use. This is
why they are so heartily detested by the land speculator,
who wants to hold land out of use or to use it in an
inferior way while he is waiting for the activities of the
community and the increase in population to increase its
value. If these charges on land values are diminished, it
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will give great satisfaction to the land speculator, the slum
landlord, the mere investor in land and those who farm
the farmer.
From these few considerations I think it is a fair conclusion that the secondary social consequences of local
body rates on land values are almost entirely good, no
matter how unpleasant they may be for the particular
individual taxpayer who pays them. In this respect they
are in striking contrast to the tax on wages which is proposed in their stead.
A MISCHIEVOUS PROPOSAL
I think it is not unfair to describe the proposed reduction of rates by one-third as a mischievous proposal. If
it is carried out, the present annual charge of land values
will be decreased by £6 million a year (taking the lower
figure of the estimated yield from the tax of 2d. in the £
on wages). Applying the principle of capitalisation, it will
be seen that £6 million a year equals a capital sum of £120
million and this enormous capital gain will go untaxed into
the pockets of the present landowners.
As I have pointed out, the principal benefit will go to the
principal taxpayers—that is, to properties in the commercial centres of our cities. The richest persons in New
Zealand will be made much richer without doing one
stroke of work, and, as I will show, future landowners
and users will pay this bill.
The benefit will not be reaped by all the landowners
at once, but one by one, as properties are sold the prices
will be enhanced by the capitalised rate reduction, and
when all the properties are sold the gains to the sellers
and the loss to the buyers will be £120 million. The
magnitude of such a change approaches a social disaster.
To see just how this process would work it is necessary
to consider how property is held in New Zealand. There
are about 800,000 individual properties in the country
and about 50,000 (40,000 urban and 10,000 rural) change
hands every year. This velocity of transfer is fairly constant
and it means that on the average all properties change
hands every 16 years.
Property is constantly being transferred. It is like a
game of musical chairs. As each property is sold the reduction in rates capitalised will add to the price. When all
the properties are sold, the late property-owners will be
£120 million richer and the new property-owners will be
£120 million poorer. Most of it will be in increased mortgages. If they had paid much less for their property and
continued to pay the £6 million a year in rates, they would
have been in a better position. They will not have benefited one jot or tittle by the change.
A SUBSIDY FOR VENDORS
When the rates are on land values, de-rating is nothing
more or less than a subsidy to the selling-out industry.
It gives no permanent relief. It enriches some and impoverishes others and it does this permanently.
It is
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economic nonsense and social stupidity of the highest
order.
Consider the case of the hospital rate. After a longsustained agitation, led by cupidity and aided by ignorance,
this rate was abolished. This has been an advantage to
none but land-sellers. The abolished rate increased land
prices. Slowly, any advantage to property-owners has
vanished like smoke. No one has been helped but the

seller-out, and for this "mess of pottage" local and popular
control of hospitals has for all practical purposes been
abolished. So it is with all de-rating proposals.
It would not be unreasonable to expect a Royal Commission to be sufficiently informed on economic matters
to know what the social consequences of their proposals
must be. The astonishing thing is that this fantastic proposal has been put forward to ease the burden of rates on
the home-owner.

Funny Money" In Canada
Senator Roebuck's Grim Warning
T N my terminology the rise in prices due to the fall in
-•• value of money is inflation. Not all increases in prices
are due to that cause. First, you have increases in the
intrinsic value of goods. The mousetrap of today may be
better built, and therefore it costs more money to make
and is a little more expensive to buy. Second, commodities
may include materials which have gone into short supply.
Third, increased wages will certainly affect prices, as will
gasoline taxes, and municipal taxes upon buildings and
improvements.
There are quite a number of others, but the greatest to
be considered at the moment are the increase in land
values and high rents.
All these things add to the cost of commodities and
therefore necessarily increase prices. But, I submit, they
are not sufficient to account for the billions of dollars of
increases in prices. Certainly none of them, nor all of
them together, will account for what we have seen in
other countries, that is, runaway inflation, or, as it has been
called on some occasions, "galloping inflation", an inflation
with which, I submit, we are at present threatened.
Measured in dollars, wages have risen, but, measured in
the commodities which wages will purchase they have
risen very little. As a percentage of the gross national
product they have, in my opinion, actually fallen.
Last week I saw a great freight train a mile in length
roll by. It was composed of more than 100 cars and was
drawn by a three-unit diesel locomotive.
It was immensely heavier, it was longer, and was travelling at a
much greater rate than did trains of years gone by. And
note the point: it was operated by one man less than the
number that comprised the crews of freight trains a few
years ago. Now, if there was any increase in the real
wages—there was in the money wages—of that crew, the
increase was infinitesimal as compared with the increased
productive power of that train. The slight increase in
real wages, if there was one, is not an element to any
appreciable extent in the increase in prices of the commodities which that train might carry.
Sometimes I cannot help wondering just why it is that
Condensed from Canadian Senate Hansard, March 10.
Hon. A. W. Roebuck, Q.C., is a vice-president of the International Union for L.V.T. and Free Trade.
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those who seek to blame organised labour for rising prices
persistently close their eyes to the fantastically magnified
land values and high rents which now characterise the
dominion of Canada.
In a class with the monopolisation of the earth and the
high prices that attach to it, but of vastly less importance
in magnitude, are price increases effected by patent
monopolies, cartels, conspiracies for the elimination of
competition, and so on. All these things may increase the
selling price of goods, but all of them, I submit,
are of lesser importance in the problem of inflation—the
decrease in the purchasing power of money.
Inflation occurs when the prices of goods go up because
the value of money goes down. Why does money go down?
There is a classic phrase used by economists and very often
heard from the platform and the press: money goes down
when too much money chases too few goods. Too few
goods I have referred to already, and that factor may
not be wholly controllable; but the factor of too much
money, I submit, is controllable.
Now observe this: money consists of two things,
currency, which is certainly under Government control and
is in fact produced by the Government printing press, and
bank credits.
Bank credits are very largely in the same category. The
excess of credit available for the purchase of commodities
is both directly and indirectly within Government control.
Indirectly by reason, for instance, of purchases on time
of cars, appliances, and so on, and loans (including building loans), which furnish purchasing power to deplete our
too few goods, without immediate replacement of them ;
and directly, by way of Government borrowings, including the issue of Government bonds, which in public
possession are like dollar bills for they are Government
promises to pay and are negotiable.
The junior senator from Winnipeg gave useful figures
which show that from July 31, 1957 to January 7, 1959
the debt of Canada increased by $1,111 million. In a year
and a half—and not in wartime—the Government loaded
the investment portfolios of investors in Canada with this
huge amount, in addition to what had already been
absorbed. There is every indication of a continuance of
this high-flying finance in the coming year, in the budget
that will come down in a few days, and quite likely there
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will be a similar indication in budgets in the years to come.
Is this not sufficient explanation of the results of too much
money in relation to too few goods?
It is an open secret that a considerable portion of the
huge amount of debts in the form of the bonds have
been sold to the Bank of Canada and the chartered banks,
and that the banks were unable to resell a considerable
portion of those bonds to the public.
Let us examine that transaction. In the first instance
the federal Department of Finance prints the bonds and
delivers them to the banks. They are of course in the form
of Government promises to pay at some future date.
Secondly, the banks credit the full amount of the purchase
price to the Government. Thirdly, the Government proceeds to issue cheques to the full amount of its bank
credit, with which the recipients of the cheques may
purchase goods, thus putting that additional purchasing
power in the hands of the buying public. Then the banks,
being unable to sell the bonds, put them in their vaults.
You now have printed bonds hidden away in bank
vaults, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, you have
Government cheques in the hands of the public of the
amount the banks paid the Government for the bonds. It

is a transaction that is tantamount to the printing of money
for the payment of Government debts. In its essence that
is " funny money". That is chiefly why our dollar has
been falling in value as measured by commodities. That
is inflation, pure and simple. That is why, to some considerable extent, the cost of living has been advancing,
and for this, the Government authorities in my submission,
are solely responsible.
It is officially admitted that we have spent $700 million
more this past year than has been raised in revenue, and
this without including expenditures on capital account. I
am not a prophet; I cannot foretell the future, and I do
not wish to try. But if an unsound financial policy of that
kind is continued at the magnitude of one billion dollars
deficit in a single year, the end is inevitable. If the process
continues far enough, the time can come when our
currency could be ruined as were the currencies of Germany, France and other nations at various periods of their
history. We too might reach the point where the city of
Toronto could pay off its debt with a postage stamp, and
the national debt could be liquidated with two postage
stamps. I believe the commonsense of all good men will
prevent this outcome, but I issue the warning that the
Government had better be careful.

From The American Press
ACRES TURN TO GOLD
Editorial in Dayton (Ohio) Daily News

M

IDDLETON officials expressed pleasure at their
" windfall" when 25 acres purchased for $47,000 a
dozen years ago brought them $164,180, a 400 per cent
profit, when sold back to private landholders.
Was it really a windfall? These are the factors that led
to the increased worth of the sites:
ONE — The municipal government added to the value
of the property by building a four-lane throughway across
it (this was the original reason for purchasing the tract),
by constructing a railway underpass and by good zoning
(one side of the highway for residential, the other for
commercial-industrial use).
TWO — The land value rose, too, because every person
who moved into or was born into the Middleton-Butler
county area increased demand in proportion to supply.
Population rose more than 30 per cent during the past
decade while the supply of land remained constant.
THREE — The totality of tax-supported community
facilities—parks, schools, roads, art centre, street lights,
police and fire protection, sanitary works and urban renewal—which won national honours for Middleton, made
all local property more desirable, reflected in higher selling
price or annual rents.
FOUR — The totality of private improvements, in
homes, charitable institutions, business and industry similarly contributed to the phenomenal increase in the desirability of this tract of land, a former tobacco warehouse
section a mile and a quarter from the heart of downtown.
So the profit, as it was called by city officials, was the
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result of community effect and activity, a bona fide earning and not a windfall.
DILEMMA OF FOREIGN A I D :
THE LANDLORD GETS IT ALL
Editorial in Charlotte Observer (North Carolina)

T H E Wall Street Journal carried a letter the other day
from one L. M. Winsot of Salt Lake City. Mr. Winsot
spent five years, from 1941 to 1946, as Director General of
Water Resources in Iran. He has some ideas (or, more
specifically, some questions) about foreign-aid policies in
the Middle East.
" First of all", he says, " the dollars sent to most of
these ' landlord' countries do not help the poor people
who need the help. The dollars find their way into the
pockets of the rich who need no help, and the spread of
Communism goes blissfully on.
" If the 'poor' in the villages of the Middle East are
to be helped, they must be given a place in the sun. Today
the landlord owns everything. He gets from the farmers
one-fifth of what they produce for use of the land, one-fifth
for the water used for irrigation, one-fifth for seed, onefifth for oxen used to stir the land and to cultivate the crop.
" This leaves only one-fifth for the farmer. Of course
he must borrow from the landlord. While he is in debt he
is not permitted to leave the village. He is never out of
debt."
This situation has been written about a number of times.
It is notably true in Iran. It is true as well in other backward countries America is helping, partly from benevolence
but largely from a desire to stop the spread of Communism.
So what do you do about it? Do you stop the aid
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because it is hard to make it benefit the masses? Do you
demand bold reforms in the economies and governments
of these countries? In areas where a relatively few control
the economy, they often control the government as well.
Do you work quietly within the existing structure for
progress and meaningful reform?
The Communists promise, of course, to dispossess (or
murder) the landlord and to allot his soil to the peasants.
This they have done in Russia and China. They get considerable mileage out of a promise to do likewise in these
" landlord " countries of Asia, Africa and the Middle East.
America has been careful not to appear revolutionary
in its aid programme. It does not try, at least overtly, to
overthrow a government or to arouse peasants against
landlords who suck them for four-fifths of their product.
The foreign-aid programme has tried to improve sanitation
and to modernise farm practices. In places it has quietly
encouraged existing organisations of farmers. It has promoted the extension services idea.
This is slow business when measured against need. In
many cases, no doubt, the landlord has realised four-fifths
of the benefit. That is the nature of the system. It is a
major dilemma for a country trying to wage cold war by
Marquis of Queensbury rules.
And what is the answer ? Mr. Winsot does not know. He
concludes his remarks on the "dreadful condition" of
the village poor with these words : " How to reach them is
a problem I have not been able to solve."
Neither have we. Neither has Washington.
MERITS AND DEMERITS
OF PROPERTY TAX
" ' j P HE property tax has the merit that it constitutes an
independent source of revenue that can be applied
with fair facility by municipalities ; indeed it is practically
the only tax that can be directly administered by many of
the smaller units of government. As compared with the
sales tax, for instance, it has the further advantage that
it includes land values in its base. Land is a gift of nature
and its value is largely the product of population growth
and community development. For this reason Henry
George advocated land taxation to the exclusion of all
other taxes. One need not go to this extreme to recognise
an element of truth in his doctrine "—" State and Local
Taxes : A Handbook on Problems and Solutions." AFLCIO Publication No. 80, December, 1958.
ROADS A N D REAL ESTATE
r p H E key to real estate values is good accessibility,
x
members of the San Francisco Real Estate Board
were
told recently.
They
are
unlikely
to have
quarrelled with that view. The speaker was Mr. John
M. Pierce, general manager of the newly-formed San
Francisco "transit district". He is seeking support for
a programme of new roads which would permit mass
traffic to flow rapidly throughout the metropolitan area.
As reported by Harlan Trott in the Christian Science
Monitor, Mr. Pierce, the former state director of finance,
told his audience that property has little or no value for
any purpose if it is not accessible to people. It was in

the interest of the realtors to support a tax formula that
would finance his programme. Referring to such governmental functions as police and fire protection, sewer disposal, and many other municipal services that benefit
landholders, Mr. Pierce said that there was little question
about the desirability of property owners paying taxes to
protect their property rights and benefits.
Most interesting were his observations on how the construction of roads enhances land values. Mr. Pierce said :
Toronto built a 4± mile subway rapid transit a few
years ago. In the first three years of its operation, land
values within two blocks of the subway soared between
three and seven times the values before the subway was
built. Within three years, the increase in land values
exceeded the fixed charges on the subway by more than
one-third." Mr. Pierce said that " t h e same sort of
figures " are now available to show the economic impact
of rapid transit routes in Philadelphia, Cleveland, New
York and other cities.
Mr. Pierce said that " without question "the use of the
automobile was " t h e cause of our growing congestion
problems." However, according to the report before us,
some authorities on municipal government do question
this view. They say that the problem goes back to before
the days of the internal combustion engine. In their
view, and it is one that we echo, the impact of taxation
and of land speculation has a far greater bearing on the
matter.
Among those who think on those lines is Dr. Glenn
E. Hoover, a member of Oakland (Calif) city council and
former chairman of the department of economics at Mills
College. He attributes congestion largely to land speculation which is made possible by taxes that bear more
heavily on improvements than on vacant sites.
The state act under which the Rapid Transit District
was formed provides that it shall impose taxes on property
"in the manner provided for the general tax levy"—that
is to say, a levy on land, improvements, and all forms
of personal property.
Dr. Hoover contends that "it would be better if the
Legislature were to provide that property taxes should be
levied only on the land within the district . . . Districts
that provide either water or rapid transit materially increase the value of land affected but they cannot raise
the value of improvements or personal property.
"The value of man-made things cannot for long exceed
their cost of production, or more exactly, their reproduction cost. There is, however, no such automatic limit on
land values. The subways on Manhattan did not raise the
value of pianos or cook stoves in Milpitas. They did,
however, enormously increase the value of Manhattan
land, and such an unearned increase may properly be
taxed to help to pay for the facility which made the increase possible. . .
" Therefore, such property taxes as are to be imposed
by the transit district should be imposed on land values
alone, as has been the case for 50 years with the California
irrigation districts."
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and
the
penalises the careful landdifficulties of " the §
§
(T lord or owner. On the other Pr?,s,e"1 system.
Wlth
£ hand, a slum owner or im- „
. , y ° u r v o t e in t h e
^ provident landlord whose c o u n c i l elections you can §
K property
deteriorates
is h e l P t 0 P u t P a l d t o t h l s K
3 benefited
monstrous system. Ignore 3
S
party labels—VOTE O N L Y §
1
' T h e system pays a bonus F O R
A
C A N D I D A T E jr
S to the careless or the anti- P L E D G E D T O S U P P O R T 3
§ social.
LAND-VALUE RATING. §

§

cially
scarce
and
This, in turn, lies at
lef.rt of many a social
o b l e t ! I t is a cause of
Irti

§

ar.

Human misery.

parade of
shops.
It has
fh's fair? Or sensible? been kept off the m a r k e t for
re things fix your rate years. Developers in plenty
have come
nosing round,
Y>ur Council's spend- making good offers.
'£ !Cy.
But the owner won't sell,
te a m o u n t of rate- He is waiting for more
emp idle sites and f a r m people
to
come into the
in your district.
neighbourhood,
for
new
1 e size and condition municipal a n d other services
y o u r home.
to be laid on.
T h i s will
3 is important. Why make his land worth even
d
you
pay
your more.
O n e dav he will
!u
more than your make a "killing".
The
gfibour pays — for the valuer passes it by.
No
services—just because entry is m a d e in his book,
hive kept y o u r home
Land
speculators
who
good state?
keep people homeless and
a crime, or anti- short of amenities are re| 1> to use a paintbrush garded
as
deserving
of

Your "ability" or "inability" to pay has nothing to
do with the case. At least,
it shouldn't.
Wise
Council
spending
makes land m o r e valuable,
W h a t your site is worth
reflects with amazing accuracy the benefits you get.
Y o u should pay rates on
this value — and this alone.
Your
home
should
be
COMPLETELY
DERATED.
So
should
all
other buildings — factories,
shops, offices,
farmhouses,
etc., etc.
Overseas
experience
is
that upwards of 70%—often
more
than
80% — of

•I if, a Sarage or instal
1 tti?
Is house-pride a
""ng?
Vu
don't p a y double
when you
travel in
Sunday best. Nudists
travel free. T h e book;
lerk does not examine
closely
and
charge
ding to your dress.
do shopkeepers.
But

domestic
ratepayers
pay
very much lower rates when
buildings are derated and
only land values are taxed,
T e n a n t s as well as owneroccupiers benefit,
L.V.R. (Land-Value Rating) is the only fair and
sensible system. It is both
practicable
and
popular
abroad. Why not here?

specially
favourable
treatment. Rates are not a
burden to them — (hey are
excused. They, and slum
owners, want our C R A Z Y ,
VICIOUS
rating
system
left undisturbed. Practically
everybody else would gain
if it were reformed.
Does t h e overwhelming
majority of ratepayers think

^ C O M P L I C A T E D

AND

A B S U R D

§
S
2
S
£

§

T I B E R A L S have advocated
—LIBERAL PARTY §
the land values policy for and obstruct housing de- ft
60 years, making innumer- velopment."
i
able speeches in Parliament
Liberals also d e m a n d a S
and outside, passing resolu- national tax on land values. K
'The tax
S tions etc.
"The
tax and
anrl rate
rate together,
tnoether." ~3
September the
resolution
affirmed, s
S
At T o r q u a y ,
Assembly "would enable the public to §
K 1958, the Party
benefits derived 5
- accepted an
an executive
executive rere reap the
solution reaffirming support f r o m land values created by §
ft for this "long overdue and the c o m m u n i t y . "
K
2 much needed" r e f o r m .
In
S part, it stated :,
e
ft
"The present complicatedS stranger
than Fiction
2 and absurd system of l o c a l § T T N L I K E every o t h e r kind
S rating
should
be swept c
of tax, a rate
ra
on land
§ away
; values cannot be " p a s t e d
and replaced by aa ^
^ rate on
t
site values,
s o § on" in higher prices or
j s and im-S' dearer rents. It is the ONLY
3 freeing
K provements from burdens •» tax which rcduccs prices
that discourage
enterprise^ and encourages enterprise.
IT IS U N I Q U E !

OTE for the Candidate Who Supports Land-Value Rating

^

1- w ^ ^ v ^

Av j U l U j f

vhL/MA

Proved and Popuk

LAW M U S T BE ALTERED—Churchill

Y o u Sow, They Reap

NEW

O n e of t h e m o s t blazing c o n d e m n a t i o n s of t h e British
r a t i n g a n d t a x a t i o n s y s t e m s was m a d e by Sir ( t h e n M r . )
W i n s t o n C h u r c h i l l fifty y e a r s a g o . H i s r e m a r k s a r e
s t r e n g t h e n e d by t h e p a s s a g e of time. T h e s e e x t r a c t s a r e
f r o m a speech h e m a d e in E d i n b u r g h in 1909.

V

D O A D S are made, streets
are
made,
railway
services are improved, electric light turns night into
day, water is brought from
reservoirs a hundred miles
off — and all the while the
landlord sits still. Every one
of these improvements is
effected by the labour and
cost of other people. Many
of the most important are
effected at the cost of the
ratepayers.
To not one of those improvements does the land
monopolist,
as
a
land
monopolist, contribute, and
yet by every one of them
the value of his land is
sensibly enhanced.

The land may be unoc-

cupied, undeveloped, it may
be what is called 'ripening'
— ripening at the expense
of th2 whole city, of the
whole country, for the unearned increment of
its
owner.

If there is a rise in wages,
rents arc able to move forward because the workers
can afford to pay a little
more.

At last the land becomes
ripe for sale — that means
(hat the price is too tempting to be resisted any longer. And then, and not till
then, it is sold by the yard
or by the inch.

If a new railway, or a
lowering of fares, or a new
invention, or any other
public service affords a benefit to the workers in any
district, the landlord and the
ground landlord are able to
charge them more for the
privilege of living there.

The manufacturer proposing to erect a great factory
offering
employment
to
thousands is made to pay
such a price that it hangs
round the neck of his whole
business.

It is not the individual I
attack, it is the system. It
is not the man who is bad,
it is the law which is bad.
We do not want to punish
the landlord. We want to
alter the law.

ZEALAND

A

LOCAL Government
Commission
reported
in 1956 to the New Zealand
Minister of Interior that
land-value rating is "ethical,
expedient and equitable."
What more could anyone ask of a local tax
system?
About
80%
of
the
country's rates are on land
values. On average 4 local
authorities each year switch
over td this system.

4-to-l
majorities
favour of adoption
common when ratepa
polls are held. Up*
of 75% of home-o*
and tenants benefit.
Manufacturers, trade's,;
authorities and man> t
papers are among its
supporters.
The Victoria State Rj
and Water Board has
changed
to
rating
values—at the insist* nq
farmers.

CANADA
j u ' O R M E R Mayor (1
48) of New Westmin
B. C.. Canada,
Mr.
M. Mott, writes that L,
has largely eliminated
speculation, led to
areas being re-de\elo
and attracted industry.
"The abolition of i
on the products of la
has been of mateiai
sistance in build'ng
our city."
A

AUSTRALIA
TVEARLY two out of every
3 municipal councils in
Australia—covering 92% of
the municipalised area—rate
land values.
The system is universal in
N.S.W. and Queensland and
is spreading rapidly in Victoria, less quickly in South
Australia.

AFRICA
l,r

pHE J o h a n n e
Chamber
of ,
§ merce strongly favour!
- rating of land value: or
§ * MAKES L A N D CHEAPER FOR EVERY PURPOSE
s
A T Maidstone on March C
— for housing, factories, shops and offices, farming, parks, schools, hospitals, K writes
secretaryMr.to H.
the S.
Ch M
im|
^
7, 1959, Kent residents
roads, recreation, etc., etc. This is tremendously important.
If offB.te
affects every (J
S JJo'burg
,to
o-burg
sstarted
tartgd
demanded
"a
f u r t h e r in - §
aspect of our national life.
•S "land values in 1917 .

W h a t Land-Value Rating Does

SAVE OUR
HOMES!

and^desi'^bnftv^of'm^etinc
Hw
OiM
S J- V
MiA
CHEAPER
and
"desirability of meeting §£ *' UNTAXES m
u sE—
AK
KE
l i S THEM
itiUM C
HhAPlK
§ ^Trw^t
Af^'n
local expenditure by a rate 3
Among those who would benefit are newly-weds, couples with children in §
central Atrica do
based on site values."
§
furnished rooms or living with in-laws, and pensioners.
S
FRACK the Federa- ff * SLASHES RESIDENTS' RATES
* SPREADS BURDEN FAIRLY |
DENMARK
tion of Residents' Associa ^
*
*
TAXES
VACANT
SITES
INTO
USE
*
REDUCES
COUNCILS'
COSTS
2
r
i
A
N
I
S H peasant ,rl
tions in tbte County of Kent §
}
owning "
h "id
— has
given
prolonged K * HELPS INDUSTRY, COMMERCE, TRADE, FARMING, LOCAL
study to the question, its
GOVERNMENT, PUBLIC A N D PRIVATE ENTERPRISE
$ led the campaign U
1958-59 report states.
§ * IMPROVES TOWNS
§ (he fruits and reward!
As old
IRMINGHAM
knows §
P ro P crt y i s modernised and replaced, and vacant sites are developed, §i labour.
has 1
towns become more
all about our campaign. \
compact, more attractive.
Denmark
** PPRESERVES
a t d TL lV. KR tor
for moie
mol
In the city centre scores of ? * CHECKS URBAN SPRAWL
R E S E « , ^ THE COUNTRYSIDE Kf ana
30 years. The farmer tl
thousands of leaflets have 3 * MAKES FARMS A N D SMALLHOLDINGS CHEAPER TO BUY
§ as a result. The sy;tei
been handed to passers-by. $ * MAKES SLUMS UNPROFITABLE

B

Wherever people congregate c

E

.

„

this vital reform to untax S
Encourages private redevelopment without need for subsidy,
homes and other buildings § * COMBATS UNEMPLOYMENT—OPENS UP NEW JOBS
growing,
is being
discussed. Sup- (? * COLLECTS
DOES NOT FOR
UNFAIRLY
PENALISE A NPART
YBODY
THE COMMUNITY
OF THE LAND VALUE
port
is
n i i F P TIS
C CREATED
i v u > r m SOLELY
r m m i T vBY
. ' rTHE
.,
~
PRESENCE
A N D ACTIVITIES
] y f O R Egrowing.
than 2,200 rate | * rWHICH
payers have petitioned § O F THE WHOLE COMMUNITY

Bexley (Kent) B o r o u g h
Council to look into the
case for rating land values
and to urge Parliament to
introduce L.V.R. legislation.

Island in the Sun

T ATEST country to rate
land values is J A M A The petition was organisThe
system
came
ed by the N.W. Kent Branch ICA.
of the Land-Value Taxation into force on April I, 1959
As
the
League.
People queued in in (wo districts.
land valuation now
being
the streets to sign it.
made
progresses
further
districts will change over.
Chief Minister
Norman
f}OY
HENDY,
T o w n Manley told the Jamaican
Clerk,
testifies that Parliament, that the f o r m e r
L.V.R. has improved the ap- system (like ours) was unpearance and amenities of fair, punitive, obstructive.
Sydney.
N.S.W. (pop. 2
The new system was "demillion). It has encouraged signed to remove every eleindustrial, residential and ment that may discourage
other
development.
those who might improve

SYDNEY,

N.S.W.

land and to render it increasingly
disadvantageous

STOP

§ immensely
beneficial

popular
and univer

§ understood.
§
Proof? Each

& P a r t i e s in
* Govern,Tlent

the

of tli
Coal

stands

for

§ policy. The two partes
jf don't, are i n t h e poll
wilderness.

PRESS

to keep large quantities of
land idle and out of production."
/ C A L I F O R N I A ' S tens of
^ thousands of prosperous
fruit f a r m s were formerly
vast estates of semi-desert
owned by a few absentee
landlords.
Irrigation
was
paid for by taxing land
values. The farmers are
keen supporters of the land
value policy. They know it
is F A I R and G O O D .
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